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ABSTRACT 

During the period of this grant a  high-speed photographic study. 

has been made of the initiation of explosive liquids (using sparks 

and impact) and of single crystals of explosive solids (using shock 

and hot wires)• The physical h^mogenuity of the material has been 

shorm to  hare a marked effect on its sensitivity. Studies of the 

fracture of inert solids have shown the importance of specimen geometry 

and of crack speed on the fragmentation process. Both high-speed 

photography and ult) aaoriic methods have been used for the fracture 

trork, Ono of the main advances has been in the theoretical vrork 

on thermal explosion theoiy. 
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(a) Theoretioal 

Thermal Explosion Theory» The effect of reactant consumption on oritical 

conditions« 

We outline belovr a general theory describing tho evolution of 

temperature viith extent of decomposition in an oxplosivo mass suddenly 

introduced into a ba^n tomporaturo environmont. Most of the assumptions 

common to thermal explosion thocry are abandoned and oxact expressions 

for critical Fraik-KamGnotski (F-K) temperatures are derived. Our 

method owos much to that of Adler & Eiäg (Ccmbustion and Flame, 8, 97* 

19^4) but is ^ery much moro general. 

The basic problem., A mass of explosive of volume V, surface area S, 

h&f the \miform temperature T and loses heat to its surroundings which 

oro  ab a temperaturn To at a rate Y/hich is an arbitrary function of 

(l - To)« The rate of heat generation duo to chemical reaction is 

proportional to tho product of an arbitrary function of T and an arbitrory 

function '-f the .fractional extent of decomposition \\   • When does the 

system exhibit explosive behaviour? 

Tho rate of heat accumulation is given by: 

*      dT 
(1) 

whoro a is the density, t tho time, and C the specific heat/unit mass» 

The rate of heat loss due to conduction/convection/radiation is 

q2 = HS(T - To) F1 (T - To) (2) 

where H has tho dimensions of a heat transfer coofficiont and F, is 

dimonsionloss« 



Ihe rate of heat evolution due tc chemical reaction ia 

^-oV.g (3) 

whero q is the total exothermicity/unit mass. 

The kinetic law is assumed to have the separablo form 

-•aT = -coi = ^, c0)/\(x) (4) 

whore c is the concentration of reactant (o0 its initial value) and 

X3l^=fo (5) 

and/\ is an arbitiaiy function of tho fraction of reactant undecomposod» 

The tomporaturo depondenco of tho initial reaction rate is assumed 

to have the arbitrary form 

k(T, c0) = K(c0) . F2 (T) oxp (^ ) (6) 

r'hjrc ?„ is an arbitrary function of teinporatut4» 

Our basic equation is the law of conservation of energy 

»   •   • 

ql ^ q2 + q3 ^7^ 

which wc ^rofor to write in dimonsionloss form by making tho following 

substitutions: 

E   /m m^\    .  RTo  « _ . CTo 

(8) 
RTo u 

V . Va qk(Tc, c0)/c0 

HSeToP;L(GTo) 

Equations (l) through (8) givo our dimonsionloss basic equation tho form 

BgUl-V1 Oo-® (0) (9) 
A CO 

(2) 

■ •; 



flhoro ß is tho rociprocal P-K roducod odiabatic tomporaturo riso and ^ , 

«hloh no shall oall tho Semonov criterion, h^s tho critical valuo (2.71828-—) 

in tho special case considered in Somonov'a classical theory for nhich:- 

c =0, P«0, Asl, P:L -F25l 

Tho function (H) (O), which TJO call tho F-K fimction, is given by 

\r®9 r ö/ueo !4f!!)   F2(To) 
P
l(cToJ # P2 To{l + cö) (10) 

so that (H^ has tho simple form 

^ = r^r e0   + mla(l + rt) - (p - l) InQ 

-1 

T7hon 170 adopt the plausible forms: 

P1 ss const. X (T - To)p"*; p = const. 

P« = censt. X T01 ; m = const. 

(n) 

(12) 

(13) 

Tho treatment below applies to tho general form (10) of tho P-K function. 

Form (ll) merely illustrates tho sort of concrete function uo have in 

mind. Conventional thermal explosion theory assumes form (ll) with 

m s 0, p = 1, c = 0, i.e., ® = 0. 

Particular cases of the kinetic function   which aro of interest 

are arbitrazy n  order: f\  = Xn; n ^ 0 (14) 

autccatalytic:        A = X(l - X) (15) 

Initial conditions. Tho system starts at some arbitrary tompora- 

turo 0 , with no roactant consumption 

9 = öo at y 30, (16) 

usually öo ^ 0. 

A study has boon made of tho form of curves (9) subject to (16) in tho 

(3) 



(O,^ ) piano and a siaple analytical mothod for finding close upper 

and louor bounds en tho value of V for vhlch  ej^losion just fails to 

occur has been almost entirely elaborated and will be reported in detail 

later. We show here how to calculate the critical value of the F-K 

temperature. Cur/os (5) have an cxtremum when 

^■Hxtr.^-1«*-® 
and their curvature (by differentiating (9) ) is given by 

-1.-2 A-2^ 

d9 
dX 

d© 
dXj 

r 

where z = (A - V ^ eo'^ (1 - 8 ©g) + p8A x 

Differentiating again we find 

vy ß2 & = A.2 c -Cte + Z ^. (A-2 ,-lg)) 

where . - - 

The locus of tho inflexions of curves (9) is given by 

Z = 0 

(by equation (18) ). Or fr^m (l?) 

A inf. = Aextr. + ^Ax inf. X(ö) 

where 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(191) 

(23) 

(24) 

(4) 



r 

Now usually A % ^ 0 for ail ^> ao ^^t (23) moons 

8ign(Xinf<-Xoxtr;=aiga(X) (25) 

Tho ossonce of oxploslvo behaviour is that ^\   is discontinuous, 

i,o., 1 - Ö(S)Ö has zeros, so that tho inflexion locus has bronchos 

lying on altomate sidos of tho locus of oxtroma. In all cases of 
2 

IQ, £ ) within which both ~ and ^-| 
7 ty 

tig wo say that tho state point must 

nro interest wo find a region of tho (0 

positive, and following Adler & Enig wo say that tho state point 

enter this "explosive perinsular" for an explosion to occur. Critical 

behaviour is observed when a curve (9) touches tho inflexion locus, i.e., 

(26) 
2   3 
— = = 0 for criticality 

dh2  dh3 

for then tho state point just fails to enter the explosive peninsular. 

Sombining (26) and (18) through (22) we find 

Y = 
AAxx 

Ax' 
+ I*» © 06  -1 = 0 

2 
(27) 

(i-e@e)' 

i       ii 

In gonoral 0  can be found by eliminating X from  (2?) and (l9i), but cr 

certain special forms of /\ make tho process simpler. 

If term I in (2?) happens to be independent of X then (2?) is 

immediately an equation in 0  alone. (Term II however is never inde- 

pendent of 0 for forms of @ of intorost to us.) 

If wo regard AAxx = K = const, as a differential equation in^ 

Ax2 

we find that the only solutions of physical interest arc 

(5) 



Ax 
Thus for tho general n  order coaction (n not nocossarily integral), 

and only in tho case of a kinetic law of this kind, wo find that tho 

critioal temperature is givon by 

(i-e{H)e)
2 = n(i-e2(g)e6) (28) 

and in particular 0  is independent of tho parameters V-*' , ß# 

For tho standard functions (ll) - (13) equation (28) gives a quartic 

equation in 0 which is readily solved (although tho resulting expressions 

aro cumbersome), 

Tho case p = n, m = 0, is ospooially simple and yields 

Q  =: —^E- (29) wcr  1 « ?t)G ^' 

Per most explosives we havo e ^C 1. Tho solution of (28) and (ll) 

with e = 0 is simply 

Öcr = P ^ Jl* 

I iSü j   = ^(^P - ») - 2 j^n I 3p - n - ml     (30)» 

Tho values of 9  givon by (28) no longer correspond to explosion whon cr 

1 - 0^ ö has no sores (say because e is too largo). 

Thus there is a termination in explosive behaviour when 

i-o@e = i + e2/5ee«o (31) 

Whoa 9 is eliminated from (31) ^0 thus havo an expression for tho maximum 

31 Only valuos corresponding to tho 4- sign represent explosion 



possiblo value of c for oxplodivo behaviour. Squations (31) and (ll) 

givo _ 

{  for explosion 

c <  -j^- ; m = 0  ) 

Much stronger limitations can bo imposod upon the value of c by 

porfoming crude integrations of (9). Those will bo described in the 

next report. 

An inportant feature in our general examination is the following. 

Once having located (öcr> ^JQj) >  as vo havo by equations (l9i) and (2?), 

wo can assign V • ß> B> ^ r-^ P and/or any other parameters that may 

bo involved in P., and P« and then integrate backwards numerically from 

the critical point until ö0 = 
0 (^7 - 0) is reached* In this way wo 

determine 

V cr = VVcr (ß' **  m' n' p' ^ 

withcat resorting to the timc-conduming "straddling" techniques» 

(b) Liquid Eypljiivos 

Work under this heading has been described in the papor formation 

jf Covitics and Micro Jots in Liquids and their Role in Initiation and 

Growth of Explosion" by Bowdon and McOnic (Proc, Roy, Sec. in Press). 

In the experiment.* a C, continuous access framing camera was used 

to film the explosion process in thin films of nitroglycorino. Initiation 

of explosion was by a variety of methods including impact, spark, and 

exploding foil. The stucly showed: 

(i) that cavities or bubbles in the liquid could charge a slow burning 

(7) 



proooss Into a fast dotonation. Purthor, that if oavitioa or bubbles 

troro not present before the process started, that they could bo intro- 

duced by stress v/aves set up by the explosion process itself, 

(ii) That there are various situations during the explosion process nhon 

fast micro-jets can be produced, and that these last jots can load to 

violent explosion» Those jots can be produced, for example, between 

coalescing drops, when cavities are collapsed by stress waves, or whon 

cavities collapse near a solid surface« 

Present work involves a closer study of tho collapse of cavities in 

gels of ranging vicsocity. 

(c) Solid Explosives 

Work on tho mechanism of tho slow and explosive decomposition of 

tho fulminates was completed this year and tho results will be published 

shortly. In addition to normal methods used to study decomposition and 

measure electron energy levels in solids, wo havo carried out X-ray 

studios to determine how fulminates pack in the unit cell. This was 

required for an understanding of the decomposition on tho molecular level« 

(d) Fraoturo of Inert Crystals 

A study of tho propagation of fracture in crystalline solids is in 

progress. The fracture growth nas boon followed both by high-spood 

photographic and ultrasonic tochniquus. This latter method consists 

essentially of passing a high frequency (say 5 x 10 c.p.s.) boom of 

ultrasonic waves through a solid at tho time of fraoturo. Tho oscilla- 

ting tensions added by the ultrasonic beam modulate tho fracture growth 

causing a faint ripple to bo produced on the fracture surface; this acts 

(8) 



' *. 

as a ponL^nont rocord of tho fracturo dovolopmont, Sinoo the fro- 

quonoy of tho imposod TOIVOS iß  known tho spacing of tho ripples givos 

an accurate measurement of crack volocity, r.nd acooloration. 

Tho fracture study has shov.Ti: 

(l)  that maximum propagation rates exist for many materials» 

(ii) that cracks in glasslike solids tend to branch when they roach 

a high velocity, but that this branching is suppressed in ciystallino 

solids having well defined cleavage planes, thus enabling cracks in 

cxyctalline solids to roach relatively higher valocitios (as compared 

with their stress wave velocities), 

(iii) that -rack branching can bo caused by the interaction of a 

fracture with a stress wave. 

(iv) that the detailed fragmentation of a solid is greatly affected 

by tho duration of the stress pulses involved in tho process. 

Recently an attempt has been made to photograph down through crystals 

onto tho developing fracture far.o. This differs from the more conven- 

tional approac)» which observes crack propagation through solid.! cdge-on# 

This new method has been shown to be feasible; it is more difficult 

exporimcntally but has tho advaritage that the detailed dovelopmont of 

all the features on the fractvro face can be followed. 

(9) 
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